
HANOI BILL  AND COPRA  DO THE HEIGHTS OF DEE WHY 

   A splendid night on the top car park at the Sheraton Hotel in Dee Why or was it the R 
S L Club car park....... 
    The Hares  HANOI and COPRA  planned a very good run and to everyone's surprise 
took us up to the hills of Dee Why and away from the predictable beaches.  
      WRAPPER in the first outing of his florescent work mans jacket led the pack down 
the stairs and out onto the streets and into home unit land.  SUPERGLUE and 
WITCHES TIT found the early on backs and finally DAVID CENTREPOINT SRATTON 
and  SCUD who is now moving to MOSMAN, led the pack up the hill to the lights of the 
Northern Beaches.  
    Up and up we climbed and YAKKITY YAK, LARRY ADLER,  SAN FRANCISO,   
MOISHE and PRESIDENT CALICI were pacing themselves, preparing for the Tour De 
Nabiac Big Bike Ride they have entered next week. After finally reaching the summit we 
descended down towards the beach and when passing a retirement village NAUTILUS 
and W C mentioned that maybe the HASH should purchase the property and we could 
all make new friends every day, whilst POLY UNSATURATED, was overheard planning 
his extravagant overseas sojourn.  
     Closer to home TARTAN, MASH and CAPTAIN BLIGH found a shortcut through a 
shopping arcade and vowed to return and buy some cheap Asian Groceries 
tomorrow...while SHEEP DIP and MAXIMUS MINIMUS followed the main road home 
obviously enjoying the upmarket window shopping. 
    Back at the bucket BUMCRACK was giving SCUD some Hong Kong investment advice 
and SIMMO was telling POLISH that he was just about to discard his golf clubs into the 
river but he is still hoping to turn out like TIGER WOODS ....he just hasn’t met the right 
barmaid yet. 
    Dinner was a Roast Meat and Chinese affair with no shortage of food for everyone and 
DARWIN DON gave us a very complicated computer lesson while the KITTY LITTER 
family, Father and Son showed us what a true down down should be ..... 
     PEE DUB managed three jokes and we welcome back our international travelling 
Hash Photographer MAX TIC TOC DEPANE. 
     A great night in Dee Why .....no beach but a good run and great meal, organised by 
the young HARES  HANOI and COPRA....... 
                            On ON 

 


